Put more bite into your gaming with Razer's new
Sabertooth Elite...
/EINPresswire.com/ UK (submitpressrelease123.com - press release) Xbox 360 gamers can now
experience the ultimate degree of control and feedback when playing their favourite games, with
Razer Gaming's latest controller, the Sabertooth Elite, now available from BT Shop.
The Razer Sabertooth gamepads make any game feel more realistic thanks to no fewer than six extra
multi-function buttons which give gamers the potential to fine-tune the controller to ideally suit their
gaming style.
As Razer says in its own publicity: "The best professional gamers are masters of their equipment. The
Razer Sabertooth was made to make sure you're perfectly set up for winning."
By reconfiguring their most-used buttons to any of the multi-function ones available, users can have
their most-used controls right at their fingertips, so that they can enhance actuation speeds, reduce
fatigue, and customise the controls to be the most precise possible fit in their own hands.
An OLED screen also lets users have the closest possible control over the customisation of each
button while, as users might expect, every component is subjected to stringent quality control checks,
to ensure that, once set, the parameters of each feature stay rigidly set so that there are no nasty
surprises while users are on their missions to conquer distant galaxies.
"Games fans need the most precise and predictable control over their actions while they're playing,
and with the Razer Sabertooth Controller, they can now enjoy using a controller which puts them
totally in charge," says Caroline Hodgson of BTShop.com. "We're delighted to be able to offer this
cutting-edge controller to them at an attractive price, straight off the manufacturer's shelves."
Games enthusiasts can get the sharpest new games controller on the market – as well as thousands
of other products available in BT Shop's online store – delivered using a range of options to suit them.
These include next-day, on Saturdays, or a more economical one- to three-day service.
To find out more or browse the range of products such as PC Monitors from BT Shop, simply visit the
website at www.shop.bt.com.
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